
Item no. FAZ50200-0801

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH 110x51x118 cm

Age group 13+

Capacity (users) 1

Colour options

The Sport Bike is an adjustable and interactive 
piece of cardio equipment which is the same 
quality and as equally effective as what you 

expect in equipment at an indoor fitness centre. 
The Sport bike is all about an active riding style, 

the frame optimized for performance riding in a 
forward leaning position, the height of the sport 
bike saddle can be adjusted so that everyone 

can bike in the right position. The patented, 
self-powered resistance units create a real road 
cycle experience. The resistance can adapt 

automatically depending on the pedalling 
speed, or the users can choose to manually 

change the resistance on the KOMPAN App.
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Installation Information

Max. fall height 100 cm

Safety surfacing area 11,4 m2

Number of installers 1

Total installation time 2.4

Excavation volume 0,34 m3

Concrete volume 0,21 m3

Footing depth (standard) 80 cm

Shipment weight 118 kg

Anchoring options In-ground a

Surface    a

Warranty Information

The saddle is made of a Polyurethane Rubber 
and has a steel insert plate which connects it to 
the aluminium saddle pin. The saddle can be 

adjusted to 13 different heights, using a 
stainless steel pop-pin.

The cover is made of one the hardest materials 
in the market, a Lexan Copolymer EXL9330 and 
has a thickness of 4mm. This cover can 

withstand any impact and will protect the 
electronics in the best possible way.

The Q-factor of the bike is 175mm, the crank is 
made of 18mm stainless steel and connects the 
pedal arms which are casted stainless steel 

(grade 304) parts. The length of the pedal arms 
is 170mm and the pedals are connected with 

standard bike fittings.

The Innovative self-powered electrical motor and 
gear providing a virtual flywheel to give real road 
experience. The resistance works as and 

automatic drive and adapts automatically to the 
pedaling speed. The users can overwrite the 

automatic drive manually by changing the 
resistance in steps (26 - Watts) through the App.

You can connect the cardio machine to your 
phone or tablet via Bluetooth. This will provide 
instant feedback on speed, distance, cadence, 

watts, calories burned and time. You can also 
use your smart devices to manually adjust 

resistance (10 levels), have access to 
instructional and motivational videos, store and 
share activity data online!

The handle bars is designed with multiple hand 
positions to accommodate different postures 
and riding styles. It is a casted Aluminium part 

with Polyurea coating for good grip and 
insulation.
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Saddle 10 years

Frame 10 years

Handle 10 years

Electronics 2 years

Spare parts guaranteed 10 years



* Max fall height | ** Total height | *** Safety surfacing area * Max fall height | ** Total height

Click to see 1:100 ratio TOP VIEW Click to see 1:100 ratio SIDE VIEW
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https://dk22sb66g7qaa.cloudfront.net/FAZ50200_Footprint_EN.pdf
https://dk22sb66g7qaa.cloudfront.net/FAZ50200_Side_EN.pdf

